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SECTION 1.  Executive Summary 
 
As an academic commons for learning, discovery and evidence-based care, the Library serves 
the Medical College of Georgia through the delivery of high tech/high touch programs and 
services.  The Library uses advanced technology to provide access to an evolving virtual library 
of online journals, databases and an increasing array of multi-media resources in addition to 
preserving the institution’s print heritage.  With service as its hallmark, the Library offers 
customized educational programs and innovative technological applications on site 98 hours per 
week and through the Web on a 24/7 basis. 
 
Amidst a rapidly changing environment and increased customer expectations, the Library 
continues to anticipate and respond to mission-critical support needs of the MCG community and 
beyond within a challenging economic climate.  The following overview reports environmental 
issues and operational changes related to personnel, collections, services, technology and 
facilities.  A review of statistical trends and their impact on operations is included.  Library 
statistics are reported in Appendix A. 
 
Personnel 
 
Numerous major personnel changes occurred, including several impacted by external and 
internal reorganizations.  Based on campus-wide reorganization of MCG Information 
Technology (IT), the Library Technology Services (LTS) department was dissolved in April.  
Specifically two FTE positions for network analysis and systems support were transferred to the 
Division of Information Technology Support and Services (ITSS).  The IT Specialist position 
was classified for the Library to serve as the GALILEO Interconnected Libraries (GIL) server 
site coordinator.  The Systems Librarian resigned and another professional position was re-
engineered as Virtual Services Librarian.  
 
Beginning in January, Collection Services was reorganized significantly to be more responsive to 
the expansive growth in Library electronic resources.  The electronic resource team includes the 
Serials Librarian, the Digital Information Librarian, and a Medical Library Specialist (MLS). 
With the Assistant Director serving as interim head of Collection Services, recruitment was 
launched for a new department head - the faculty position of Chair, Content Management.  
 
The Inter-library Loan unit was expanded and renamed Document Delivery and Print 
Management to include the unit head, a MLS position that handles print journals and binding, 
and 1.75 Medical Library Associates for handing document delivery.  Near the end of the year, 
two former LTS positions were redistributed as part of Content Management. 
 
The Special Collections Archivist’s title was changed to Historical Collections Archivist to 
reflect the name change of this program to Historical Collections and Archives.  The part time 
assistant was promoted to a full time MLA position to share support with Document Delivery.  
Three vacant faculty librarian positions were filled early in the calendar year.  These included 
Mark Spasser, PhD as Chair, Education and Information Services (E&I); Wendy Ellis as Digital 
Information Librarian; and Kevin Bradford as Clinical Librarian.  The former head of Collection 



Services accepted a one-year faculty appointment as Academic Librarian responsible for 
teaching, book acquisitions and collection weeding. 
 
The E&I Services department benefited from filling its two faculty positions and an evening 
support staff position.  A new faculty position, Information Services Librarian, was initiated for 
the department to focus on leading the use of advanced educational technologies in support of 
Library resource instruction.  In spring 2005, a separate unit was created within the department 
for providing services at the Library Information Center.  The current Medical Library Specialist 
II serves as the unit head and supervises the five full time support staff and part time library 
assistants.  
 
In Business Services, the Administrative Manager position was upgraded to Business Manager 
II.  The fulltime Administrative Coordinator position was upgraded to Administrative Assistant 
II.  In August new Federal Labor Standards Act guidelines converted the Administrative 
Assistant II and two part-time office specialist positions from salaried to hourly employment.  
Essential vacant support staff positions reflecting 1.50 FTE for Business Services were filled. 
 
Two post tenure reviews were completed with no deficiencies.  Charts detailing personnel 
actions and organizational structure appear as Appendices B-C.  Appendix D shows a staff 
roster.   
 
The Library sustained a culture of learning and staff development.  The quarterly Town Hall 
Forum series continued for classified staff to meet with the Director while faculty and unit heads 
ensured onsite service coverage.  The Director continued delivering a “State of the Library” 
address and a spring staff retreat was held to discuss organizational changes and priorities as well 
as exchange information and staff kudos across departmental lines. 
 
Faculty and staff engaged in planning and training meetings and participated in a variety of 
conferences, online classes, and workshops designed to enhance professional knowledge and 
improve skills needed to support a rapidly changing environment.  Representative national and 
regional conferences for attendance and presentation were Association of American Medical 
Colleges/Association of Academic Health Sciences Libraries (AAMC/AAHSL), American 
Library Association, Charleston Conference (serials, collections/content management), Endeavor 
Users Group, Medical Library Association (MLA), and Southern Chapter/MLA.  State and local 
meeting participation included GALILEO/GIL, Georgia Health Sciences Library Association, 
OCLC WorldCat Resource Sharing, Regents Academic Committee on Libraries, SOLINET 
Users Group Meeting, USG Annual Computing Conference, and several reputable local 
management seminars.  
 
Collections  
 
The information architecture for access to the Library’s resources was enhanced throughout the 
year.  Feedback from the MCG community through the national LibQUAL+ assessment survey 
and a usability study confirmed the vital importance of a Library Web site and tools to find 
quality information whenever and wherever needed.  In development throughout the year, the 
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Library’s Web site was redesigned and reengineered to improve access to Library resources and 
strengthen customization of Library programs and services.  The creation of a new infrastructure 
expectedly will facilitate more flexibility for dynamic content and increase precision and 
thoroughness of usage data.  
 
Based on new measures and methodologies, serials data was strengthened to better reflect the 
depth of our collection through numbers for total accessible titles, unique and in scope titles.  
Currently with over 10,000 academic electronic titles, over 3,000 are unique or well in scope for 
an academic health center.  The Library expects to achieve at least the mean of AAHSL unique 
journal titles next fiscal year.  
 
New publishing mergers and acquisitions continued and the Library strategically adjusted 
approaches to purchasing and licensing of content.  Based on the result of a trial with EBSCO 
(serials vendor) handling the Kluwer Academic license last year, specifically some package 
licenses were ordered directly from the publishers.  While the Library did not experience a 
reduction in work by using EBSCO in the “package” instance, the serials vendor continued as the 
best choice for individual journal subscription purchases. 
 
A new licensed package of online Springer journals was obtained through the Georgia research 
universities’ libraries consortium.  This combined the former Kluwer Academic titles with the 
Springer Verlag titles for the largest single package the Library has acquired --1290 biomedical 
titles.  The Library extended the Ovid contract for managing subscribed journal titles on a 
calendar year renewal to improve record keeping and avoid mid-year additions and cancellations.  
Individual logins/password requirements were eliminated for Ovid to enable users direct access 
to the Library’s subscribed resources through IP authentication.  
 
Access to the Journals@Ovid was made easier by enabling the journals to be opened in one click 
from the ePublications alphabetical list and from the online catalog records.  This also allowed 
immediate opening of Ovid subscribed journal articles from publisher bibliographies, reference 
lists, and PubMed results.  The Ovid Lippincott, Williams and Wilkins Total Access Collection 
of approximately 246 titles continued to be the best Ovid package for MCG because of its 
excellent match of institutional scope and void of simultaneous user restrictions.  
 
New collection development guidelines (Appendix E) were completed in the spring.  Reviewed 
by the Collection Development Steering Committee, the guidelines addressed the many new 
issues surrounding electronic resource purchasing and licensing and documented the dynamics of 
current practice. 
 
The Library activated the OCLC, Inc. Open WorldCat “deep-linking” feature.  As a result, while 
performing a broad Internet search, a user is directly linked to the bibliographic record within the 
online catalog.  At that point the user is able to discern availability of specific items. 
 
Web of Science backfiles covering 1977 to 1991 were added to current 1992 to present holdings 
as a one-time purchase.  This fulfilled requests by research faculty over the past several years to 
increase the retrospective depth of the database. 
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The pricey MD Consult service that included approximately 50 books and 200 journal titles in a 
closed package of Elsevier titles was cancelled.  In analyzing MD Consult, the Library found no 
ways to increase content to include all MCG schools, link to journal tables of contents or articles, 
or control when Elsevier switched out journal and book titles.  With duplication in content of 
PubMed and some journals, STAT!Ref was chosen to replace the book content and provide a 
large selection of online textbooks, including works from the disciplines of medicine, nursing, 
dentistry, and allied health.  STAT!Ref  also enabled additional concurrent users in demand for 
Harrison’s Online and PDA downloads for ACP PIER, an evidence based resource from the 
American College of Physicians. 
 
The Library continued to promote and support the open access publishing movement.  Invited by 
the Georgia Health Sciences Library Association, the Director of Libraries presented a panel 
“Open Access Publishing: Changing Scholarly Communication & Libraries” with other regional 
health sciences library directors from Emory, Mercer and University of South Carolina.  The 
Library participated in an experimental open access journal model through membership for 
Nucleic Acids Research, which enabled MCG faculty to publish at a reduced rate in this journal. 
The Library renewed an institutional membership to BioMed Central (BMC) to enable MCG 
faculty to publish at no charge in a BMC journal.  Six MCG open access articles were published 
via BMC in FY2005. 
 
After several presentations across campus, planning for an MCG Institutional Repository (IR) 
has resulted in the formation of an IR Committee composed of Library and IT personnel.  MCG 
is part of a University System of Georgia (USG) initiative lead by the state’s research institutions 
to organize and make USG’s collective intellectual products openly available. 
 
The SportsDISCUS database was acquired especially to serve the physical rehabilitation 
community and the HAPI database was added as an online index of health assessment and 
psychosocial instruments.  Bates Visual Guide to Physical Examination was co-purchased with 
the School of Medicine at the end of the year in an advanced format.  While traditionally 
formatted as a series of twelve VHS videotapes, the complete series as streaming video increased 
convenience for the entire campus. 
 
A contract for a free Academic version of MICROMEDEX was negotiated near the end of the 
year.  MICROMEDEX is a comprehensive pharmaceutical database that supports authoritative 
information for drugs in support of disease, acute care, toxicology, alternative medicine and 
patient education.  Web-based and authenticated by IP, its drug and disease information is 
thoroughly indexed as a complete, evidence-based source of vetted drug information. 
 
The weeding of items from the monograph collection continued and 1966 items were removed 
from the collection, bringing the total number of weeded items to 7825.  This project helped to 
identify monographs by MCG’s authors for relocation to Historical Collections and Archives and 
identify circulating collection subjects needing updating.  Item records were modified 
accordingly in the Library’s online catalog and ownership statements were updated within 
OCLC. 
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MCG dissertations and theses were cataloged, including the creation of original bibliographic 
records via OCLC.  This project effected a two-fold improvement in that it brought our 
institution’s publications to the forefront of recognition and facilitated cooperative resource 
sharing through searching WorldCat (an international online union catalog). 
 
Cataloging was completed for the 19th Century collection, including foreign titles and several 
atlases.  Historical Collections and Archives received several donations and created better access 
to special holdings.  Finding aids were created for three significant collections – those of Dr. G. 
Lombard Kelly, nurse Alice Stewart, and Dr. Robert B. Greenblatt.  Current preservation 
standards were utilized to increase protection, stability, and longevity of historical artifacts, 
strengthen access to the collections, and improve accessibility of historical research.  An archival 
management system was used to create a searchable archival database, provide online access to 
the Augusta Chronicle Archives, and enable image viewing.  
 
The Library participated in a grant from SOLINET & the National Endowment for the 
Humanities to microfilm historical books and journals in fragile condition.  The Academic 
Librarian and the Archivist selected and shipped over 100 volumes that focused on medicine in 
the South prior to 1920.  
 
Services 
 
Slightly more than 46% of the visits to the Library’s Web site occurred during “off hours” and 
almost a quarter of visits were registered during weekend.  With the marked increase of 
electronic reference for several years, the Library partnered with the University of New Mexico 
Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center to purchase and implement a virtual reference 
service.  Specifically this partnership will facilitate shared expertise with a peer institution and 
take advantage of different time zones for users to connect with librarians from any Web-enabled 
computers.   
 
On-site reference transactions continued to decline, yet statistics showed an increase in online 
requests for assistance.  Librarian desk coverage moved from a “just-in-case” schedule to a 
modified “just-in-time” schedule, with more adaptation expected.  Given the valuable text 
comments and qualitative data from the most recent LibQUAL+ survey, the Library faculty and 
staff continued service excellence.  
 
Library faculty offered customized classes to support specific educational needs of the MCG 
community, tailored to the specific School, discipline or course.  Integration of librarians within 
the curricula of all schools to teach library literacy competencies continued as a significant 
challenge.  The Education Coordinator achieved notable success with the School of Medicine 
(SOM) in the “Essentials of Clinical Medicine” module.  A graded library assignment and hands-
on teaching session were conducted again for the Physician Assistant (PA) “Introduction to 
Research” course.  A nursing information literacy “boot camp,” a four-hour class for School of 
Nursing faculty taught by E&I Services faculty, was held at Greenblatt Library and at the Athens 
campus.  The Library module of the Dental Informatics course was strengthened through an 
assessment component. The Academic Librarian contributed a paper “Integrating a Graded 
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Information Management Course into the Dental Curriculum:  Upping the Teaching Role Ante 
for the Southern Chapter/Medical Library Association. 
 
Librarians assisted doctoral students with literature reviews and researchers with grant 
applications in such fields as disaster medicine, physician prescription behavior, clinical pathway 
development, and patient-centered care.  Increasingly librarians were asked to search for 
information on health sciences education, such as cultural medicine, computers in nursing 
education, and public health information resources.  
 
Precipitated by a Memorandum of Understanding between the Medical College of Georgia and 
Westinghouse Savannah River Company, the Library partnered with the Savannah River Site 
(SRS) National Laboratory Library to support collaboration among scientists at MCG and SRS 
in specialized areas of the life sciences, engineering and related technologies.  Specifically the 
Libraries agreed to share resources among affiliated researchers.  The Education Coordinator 
provided a well-commended orientation to Greenblatt Library resources.  The Document 
Delivery unit head facilitated cooperative logistics for the Loansome Doc service and new Inter-
Library Loan Management System for SRS researchers. 
 
The GIL Express service was launched fully for the USG in the fall.  GIL Express, which allows 
both walk-up and online requesting of books from all USG libraries, fills a gap in our services to 
distance education students in Georgia.  MCG faculty and students, especially those of distance 
education programs, benefit as they can request books from one USG library and pick them up 
from another.  About half of the approximately 500 GIL Express transactions supported lending 
and the other half supported borrowing materials.  Inter-Library Loan Services continued the 
trend of decreased requests from MCG users and increased requests from other institutions.  This 
could be an indicator of the increasing strength of Library collections, especially electronic 
resources.   
 
An Inter-Library Management System, named McGILL, was implemented to enhance document 
delivery and improve electronic processing of requested articles.  Requested and processed 
articles are placed on the Web server, with an automatic email notification to the requestor 
regarding item retrieval.  Identified as a need in the Library’s Strategic Plan, the Library 
participated in a pilot project with other USG libraries to purchase the system at a reduced rate, 
and facilitate shared learning. 
 
The Georgia Historical Record Advisory Board (GHRAB) awarded $3,500 to Historical 
Collections and Archives for processing the Robert B. Greenblatt, M.D. Collection. Specifically 
the project produced 40 boxes of archival materials and a finding aid, as well as a collection 
policy and disaster plan for the program. 
 
The Archivist created local and state African-American pioneer displays for Black History 
Month.  One display highlighted the first African-American graduates from the five different 
MCG schools and the other one featured the first African-American health care professionals in 
the state of Georgia.  A thematic display was created for the 50th anniversary of the polio 
vaccine.  The rotating art exhibits from community artists and the Annual Student Scientific & 
Medical Illustration Juried Exhibit continued to enhance the esthetics of the Library. 
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The Area Health Education Center (AHEC) Librarian/Learning Resource Center (LRC) 
presented a consumer health symposium at the National AHEC Workshop with AHEC Outreach 
Librarians.  With a target audience of public health professionals, health consumers, and health 
occupation students, teaching modules were designed for each audience with focus on free, 
quality filtered web sites, mostly National Library of Medicine (NLM) databases.  The 
availability of modules in compact disk format was popular, with a few modules requested 
almost a year later.  Web sites for the AHEC Program Office, Magnolia Coastlands AHEC, and 
Health Careers in Georgia continued to be maintained by the LRC, as well as the solicitation of 
health career products from non-profit agencies in Georgia. 
 
With the Director of Libraries as Chair of MCG’s State Charitable Contributions Campaign, 
numerous Library staff, especially Business Services, supported the coordination and execution 
of the program.  A business plan was developed in collaboration with central agencies and a flow 
chart designed for reference in future years.  With an established financial goal of $100,000, the 
MCG campaign achieved 60% in support of the hundreds of goodwill agencies approved by the 
program.  Two challenges identified in meeting the target goal were the simultaneous 
implementation of the American Heart Association campaign and the economic climate.  The 
overall state program also was notably below previous years.   
 
Technology 
 
Wireless was upgraded to permeate the entire Library building.  Three Clarinet stations were 
installed on both floors for users to download PDA applications.  A computing classroom  (AB-
149) for mobile applications with a variety of PCs, handheld peripherals and software was 
completed and promoted at the campus-wide spring technology fair.  The Library hosted a 
Technology Fair booth to display new Library technologies and resources, with particular focus 
on InfoRetriever for evidence-based health information and images.MD for medical images.  The 
Director of Libraries, Education Coordinator and Systems Librarian showcased the success of 
the technology fair through a poster presented at the Southern Chapter/Medical Library 
Association. 
 
The Outreach Librarian developed online tutorials using the Apreso system for MCG faculty to 
link in their WebCT classes.  Accessible via the Library’s Web site, these instructional aids 
cover a variety of topics such as full-text documents, Ovid CINAHL and Medline searching, 
GALILEO remote access, and most recently EndNote.  The Outreach Librarian shared the 
creation and development of these tutorials through presentation at the Southern 
Chapter/Medical Library Association. 
 
To facilitate better communication among Library Information Center (LInC) staff and with 
librarians on call, GroupWise Messenger was installed on both LInC terminals.  This supported 
more consistent and timely communications regardless of wide variance in schedules. 
  
A cross-departmental team analyzed EZProxy configurations and resolved most access problems 
of users off-campus.  While access on campus is blocked intermittently when users have 
inconsistent local area network settings, the problem was recognized by librarians to provide 
users and IT help desk staff a quick and easy solution. 
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Another cross-departmental team analyzed ways to use advanced library technologies to 
strengthen electronic access to Library resources.  As a complex and dynamic state assessment 
process, significant outcomes are expected in the next two years in the areas of electronic 
resource management, link resolvers, and federated searching. 
 
Facilities 
 
The pedestal flooring in the computer lab was replaced and raised power receptacles were 
replaced with flat ones to create a quieter, safer environment and increase the flexibility of the 
lab workstations.  In May all lab workstation monitors were upgraded to flat panel screens and a 
new Apple computer was added. 
 
Improved lighting was installed in the main stairwell for a more contemporary look and easier 
accessibility.  Worn carpet tiles were replaced in front of the security gate and computer lab.  
 
The Library as physical space (“library as place”) needs continual attention and care in a user-
centric environment and philosophy, reflecting themes identified in sequential LibQUAL+ 
surveys (2002 and 2005), and in internal circulation and reference statistics.  Areas identified for 
improvements and upgrades include better lighting in study areas, reduced collection space 
through weeding of collections and installation of compact shelving, creation of more study 
rooms and other community learning spaces, and replacing the vending area with a coffee bar.  
The impact of capital spending on a substantial facility upgrade would expectedly provide 
incalculable benefits for the MCG community and knowledge management of the institution. 
 
Statistical Trends 
 
Trend: The increase of mergers and acquisitions among biomedical publishers continued. 
Oxford University Press and Sage Publications completed their transitions from homegrown 
online sites to HighWire Press in 2005. 
Impact: More staff time was devoted to licensing and linking issues.  Some publishers’ mergers 
and acquisitions had additional benefits, such as the Springer Verlag/Kluwer Academic merger 
that boosted in-scope online journal provision and user access. 
 
Trend: Prices continued to be fluctuating and unpredictable.  Association and society journal 
publications increased prices many times greater than the print price when moved to online.  
Nature Publishing Group continued the acquisition of titles from other publishers and changed 
the institutional pricing model.  Several of the other major biomedical publishers increased prices 
at a lower rate than in recent years. 
Impact: Occasionally a title with an excessive increase was cancelled.  A substantial first-year 
price jump occurred for an increasing number of titles from Nature Publishing Group.  Some of 
the high increases were somewhat offset by the lower major publisher increases, keeping the 
average increase similar to previous years. 
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Trend:  Publisher competition created more enhanced sites.  
Impact:  Thomson added PubMed database searching in their Web of Knowledge and new 
features to allow users to analyze their search results.  Wiley Interscience purchased the 
Cochrane evidence based medicine content.  Library staff viewed a demonstration of Scopus, an 
Elsevier database in competition with Web of Science/Journal Citation Reports.  The 
competition triggered further analysis of options and identification of the most cost effective 
product for matching needs and preferences with mission. 
 
Trend:  Sophisticated linking systems emerged as a nationwide trend. 
Impact: Staff spent time analyzing needs and assessing the outcomes of the link resolving pieces 
of our EBSCO AtoZ and Ovid products.  This will support decisions and development regarding 
participation in GALILEO’s link resolver initiative and federated searching implementation.  
 
Trend:  As the traditional online library information system has not been able to meet the many 
new needs of electronic journal management, several new products have emerged on the market.  
Impact: A move to an electronic resource management system was initialized by analyzing 
needs, evaluating known products, and seeking a solution that would best use collection data 
from our fellow GETSM members.  Since most of these products are new, the Library expects to 
select system in FY06.  
 
Trend:  Library users began to expect journal back files to be available electronically as 
evidenced by the LibQUAL+ survey comments and emailed suggestions.  With the recruiting of 
faculty from major research universities came new information requests for resources used at 
their former institutions.  
Impact: Trying to keep up with these requests could adversely affect our purchasing power.  
New recurring funding will be required to achieve premiere status. 
 
Trend: Over recent years Document Delivery has experienced significant changes in user 
requests.  While Document Delivery Lending has seen a significant increase, Document Delivery 
Borrowing has experienced a decrease.  
Impact: The Library continued to strengthen access to electronic publications and with carefully 
negotiated agreements, Document Delivery will be able to continue providing a valuable service 
to MCG affiliates, libraries worldwide and the local community. 
 
Trend:  The visibility of Historical Collections and Archives increased on campus as evidenced 
by steady increase of requests. 
Impact: Promotion of the program brought forth increased donations from departments, faculty, 
and others and consequently better preservation of the institution’s history.  Limited availability 
of facilities will require highly selective acquisitions and priority management of existing space. 
 
Trend: User dependency on the Library’s online resources increased as the Library’s electronic 
resource usage continued to climb in double digits.  The Library continued to build seamless 
methods for connecting users to information from their desktops and increased access to unique 
electronic titles by over 50%.   
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Impact: Strengthening electronic access to Library resources undoubtedly increased the use of 
scholarly materials.  Web site “hits” increased again, 10% from FY04, with over half directly 
associated with the Library’s electronic resources page.  With highest print circulation recorded 
at just over 50,000, the number of articles viewed from the virtual library exceeded 300,000.  
BioMed Central and InfoPOEMS grew in popularity.  The usage of the Web of Knowledge suite 
of interdisciplinary citation databases continued steady growth by over 30%.  This could be a 
reflection of both growing interest in interdisciplinary collaboration throughout and beyond the 
institution and increased appreciation of the unique benefits cited literature searching.  
 
Trend: Building attendance rose slightly. 
Impact: Despite a large increase in both numbers and use of electronic resources, the “library as 
place” remains vitally important to patrons looking for a convenient, comfortable and centralized 
place to meet, study, and learn. 
 
Trend: Print circulation continued to decline. 
Impact: Unsurprisingly with increased electronic access, resources that used to be vitally 
important for a print collection such as expanding stack space, many shelving assistants, 
extensive and well-staffed desk hours are changing in focus and importance and resources are 
being redirected to match this evolution.  
  
Trend: Reference service patterns continued to evolve.   
Impact: Generally reference statistics were down from last year due largely to a drop of 
reference questions noted at the Library Information Center and in part to three librarian 
vacancies for half of the year.  Specifically online reference service increased significantly for 
the fourth consecutive year.  The growth of online reference suggests that virtual (real-time) 
reference service will be well received. 
 
Trend: Usage of the Library’s e-resources increased during “off hours.” 
Impact: By every existing measure, the use of the Library’s electronic resources is shifting 
increasingly toward times outside the onsite hours of operation.  The Web site is hit throughout 
the night (more than 30% of visits), especially the Electronic Resources page, and this is evident 
also for individual online resources.  For example, as the accompanying graph shows, use of the 
suite of Ovid databases is skewing well beyond “business” hours, and even well after the Library 
closes at midnight.  The redirection of personnel resources to maintain and support the Virtual 
Library is in progress. 
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SECTION 2.  High Level Achievements 
 
Library faculty continued to provide leadership to the profession through presentations, 
publications and service.  This included research and creative work for MCG, state, regional and 
national associations.  Exemplary service leadership included the editorial board of the Journal 
of the Medical Library Association (reviewer), Association of Academic Health Sciences 
Libraries Outcomes Assessment Committee (chair), Southern Chapter, Medical Library 
Association Executive Committee (treasurer), Georgia Health Sciences Library Association 
(secretary) and Georgia Go Local and Georgia Information Network Advisory Boards 
(members).  An update of Library faculty publications is listed in Appendix F.  
 
The LibQUAL+ 2005 survey administration was completed in the spring - MCG’s second 
iteration of this well validated, nationally prominent library assessment protocol.  The results 
emphasized trends from the 2002 survey and provided some new information.  It clearly revealed 
the different expectations and preferences that students and faculty have of Library resources and 
services.  Students marked significant expectations about the physical facility while the faculty 
identified gaps for the dimension of “information control.”  The MCG community showed high 
levels of general satisfaction with the Library and provided some useful feedback for 
improvement.  Overall MCG respondents indicated information control as the highest desired 
service dimension, especially remote access to electronic resources.  In support of filling gaps 
identified for the measure of “Library Web site and tools to find information,” the Library will 
launch a new Web site based on user needs and preferences early in FY06. 
 
The Archivist achieved a competitive American Library Association (ALA) grant to host the 
National Library of Medicine (NLM) exhibit, Changing the Face of Medicine: Celebrating 
America’s Women Physicians.  The exhibit features two Medical College of Georgia graduates 
and physicians – Leila Denmark, M.D. and Lois Ellison, M.D.  Spearheaded by the Archivist and 
a campus planning and promotion committee, the Library will host the exhibit March 8 through 
April 21, 2006.  
 
Budget deficits at state and federal levels resulted in deep cuts for Statewide AHECs.  The LRC 
Coordinator and the Outreach Librarian at Three Rivers AHEC were successful in obtaining 
funds from the foundation, HealthCare Georgia, providing $28,000 for the continuation of Ovid. 
A public health grant from the National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) provided 
$47,000 to share amongst the four AHEC centers and Program Office.   
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SECTION 3.  Strategic Planning 
 
The following activities reflect progress in support of the goals of the Library’s Strategic Plan in 
accordance with campus mission: 
 
1. Recruit, retain, and develop high quality library staff  

1.1. Recruited and hired a new Head, E&I; Clinical Librarian; and Digital Information 
Librarian 

1.2. Launched national recruitment for three faculty positions: Chair, Content Management; 
Information Services Coordinator; and Virtual Resources Librarian 

 
2. Provide value-added education information resources 

2.1. Developed several online tutorials 
2.2. Progressed development of tutorials based on the prototype expert searching modules 
2.3. Redesigned Library Web site over twelve months to near completion 
2.4. Instructed in the use of EndNote and assisted with troubleshooting  
2.5. Created historical displays for Black History Month, Georgia Archives Week, and 50th 

anniversary of polio vaccine 
 
3. Increase and integrate a sustained program of applied health information literacy within all 

curricula 
3.1. Continued teaching for Physician Assistant, Essential of Clinical Medicine course, and 

Dental informatics courses 
3.2. Taught recurring Dental Informatics course and Physician Assistant class 
 

4. Provide and maintain state-of-the-art facilities and technologies for meeting changes in usage 
patterns in support of educational needs 
4.1. Upgraded access points and expanded wireless to cover the entire Library 
4.2. Created wireless access for all computers in the lab 
4.3. Replaced lab monitors with flat panel monitors 
4.4. Completed and promoted the PDA classroom 

 
5. Improve MCG and MCGHI faculty, clinician, resident, and staff knowledge of information 

resources and information seeking skills and behaviors  
5.1. Trained many of the hospital-based clinicians and researchers to use evidence-based 

information resources and PDA Library applications 
5.2. Strengthened knowledge management awareness in the nursing curricula via the nursing 

information literacy “boot camp” 
5.3. Attended morning report and rounds in Family Medicine and Pediatrics 
5.4. Made presentations to journal clubs and noon conferences 
5.5. Demonstrated new resources at MCG Technology Fair, March 2005 
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6. Provide parity of access and instruction to MCG and MCGHI remote users and distant 
learners 
6.1. Implemented full use of GIL Express which allows MCG distant students to order books 

from and delivered to any USG library 
6.2. Created Web-based tutorials that can be accessed from Library Web site or distributed 

by instructors via their WebCT classes 
6.3. Regularly taught nursing students located in Athens and Barnesville via remote hookup 
6.4. Set up training to implement virtual reference service 
6.5. Assisted MCG community-based faculty and preceptors in obtaining access to Library 

electronic resources and services 
6.6. Assisted MCG students on clinical rotations with Library services through AHEC  

 
7. Serve the health information needs of unaffiliated local and state healthcare professionals, 

consumers, and patients 
7.1. Attended community health fairs 
7.2. Created guides and resources on the web site  
7.3. Collaborated with Savannah River Site National Laboratory to share resources 
7.4. Created a consumer health exhibit using MedlinePlus at the Georgia Public Health 

Annual Meeting 
7.5. Implemented a grant in support of a Web presence to sixteen rural public health 

departments and promoted consumer health resources to residents of the counties 
7.6. Participated in Three Rivers AHEC Preceptor Development Program continuing 

education class, teaching the “Medical Informatics and Electronic/Virtual Resources” 
section 

7.7. Participated as part of the Georgia State Planning and Evaluation Committee for the 
Georgia GoLocal Project 

 
8. Involve Library faculty in research and scholarly activities and share our expertise with 

colleagues and professional organizations and institutions 
8.1. Published in peer-reviewed journals 
8.2. Presented papers and posters at regional and national professional meetings, 

conferences, and other academic colloquia 
8.3. Taught continuing education sessions to colleagues at state and national meetings 
8.4. Served on editorial review board of premiere professional journal 
8.5. Provided reviews of books, journals, and electronic resources 
8.6. Applied, awarded and implemented several small grants 

 
9. Provide effective and efficient information resources to basic science and clinical/applied 

researchers specializing in the MCG research priority areas 
9.1. Provided a collaborative arrangement with Savannah River National Laboratory that 

reciprocates for MCG researchers 
9.2. Identified and added resources in formats requested by researchers 
9.3. Provided customized Library resource updates to researchers via liaisons 
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10. Represent MCG research information needs by advocating for fair access to the electronic 
resources provided by publishers and vendors and engaging in new scholarly communication 
trends 
10.1. Continued membership with BioMed Central (BMC) which showed increased usage 

and authorship from MCG 
10.2. Joined Nucleic Acids Research as an experimental open access model 
10.3. Initiated planning for an Institutional Repository at MCG 
10.4. Co-presented a continuing education panel on open access publishing for the Georgia 

Health Sciences Library Association 
 

11. Expand access to Historical Collections resources and programs for institutional and 
historical research 
11.1. Processed three historical collections and created finding aids  
11.2. Updated title and location changes in the GIL@MCG catalog 
11.3. Added additional books, particularly those by MCG authors identified through the 

Library’s weeding project 
11.4. Provided numerous recommendations and referrals in response to questions regarding 

preservation and conservation of rare books, artifacts and digital information  
11.5. Provided archival pictures and other historical resources and research services to the 

MCG community 
 

12. Support an infrastructure that incorporates new and emerging technologies, creating a user-
preferred source of available information resources 
12.1. Implemented an Inter-Library Loan Management system  
12.2. Upgraded wireless environment to cover entire building  
12.3. Established an Institutional Repository Committee with ITSS and Library members 

and participated in the planning initiative for a statewide knowledge management 
repository 

 
13. Provide quality access and information assistance that meets the changing needs and usage 

patterns of MCG and MCGHI users 
13.1. Redesigned and reengineered Web site 
13.2. Planned implementation of Virtual Reference Service 
13.3. Developed online tutorials 
 

14. Champion, promote and publicize Library programs, resources, and services 
14.1. Promoted new resources at the MCG Technology Fair 
14.2. Published Access Newsletter to highlight services and resources of the Library 
14.3. Met with liaison areas to keep departments and units up-to-date on new activities 
14.4. Provided articles to the MCG Beeper on events and artwork in the Library 
14.5. Promoted Library services to MCG community-based faculty via AHEC site visits and 

newsletters 
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15. Support information for health care planning and decision-making related to patients and 
Family-Centered Care (FCC) 
15.1. Provided liaison with MCGHI contacts to provide librarian insights and expertise 

during their planning processes 
15.2. Participated in state-wide public health information assessment 
 

16. Champion collaboration and strengthen liaisons throughout the campus and MCGHI 
communities 
16.1. Participated on the Steering Committee of the new Masters in Health Professions 

Education 
16.2. Sustained active liaison program 
 

17. Maximize the use and quality of our physical facility to reflect the environmental and 
sociological needs of users and create the most desirable place to study and conduct literature 
research 
17.1. Replaced pedestal flooring and carpet in computer lab 
17.2. Initiated Library facelift for updated Facilities Master Plan 
 

18. Develop an ongoing cycle of quantitative and qualitative needs assessments to ensure 
fulfillment of user needs and expectations 
18.1. Participated in the LibQUAL+ 2005 survey 
18.2. Reviewed results and presented overview to MCG community 
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SECTION 4.  Institutional Effectiveness 
 
The Library Management Council formally developed and assessed FY05 annual performance 
metrics.  Achievement, progress and deficiencies were documented (Appendix G) and new 
metrics were developed for FY06 (Appendix H).  Following are outcomes of additional 
initiatives to support institutional effectiveness.   
 
Reorganization of Collection Services 
The Collection Services department was reorganized and staff abilities and specialized skills 
were reevaluated.  Cross training followed and various projects were identified and moved to the 
forefront for completion.  Customer service contact for the second floor was centralized.   
 
Site License Negotiations 
The Serials Librarian negotiated for reduced site-license pricing in line with the size of the 
institution for the New England Journal of Medicine at the user-preferred publisher site.  This 
was in response to campus feedback from individuals who had been using the institutional 
password for access until suspended by the Massachusetts Medical Society in December 2004.  
The Business Manager negotiated a below market renewal rate and price cap for the Nature 
journal suite. 
 
Linking Resources 
The Library enabled the OCLC Open WorldCat deep-linking feature.  While performing a broad 
Internet search, a user is directly linked to the bibliographic record within the online public 
access catalog.  Records for 300 electronic journals from Journals@Ovid were added to the 
MCG online catalog.  These provide direct links to the electronic journals when searching 
GIL@MCG.  
 
Information Rx Grant 
The Statewide AHEC Network planned a partnership with GaIN (Georgia Interactive Network 
for Medical Information), GHSLA, and Georgia Academy of Family Physicians (GAFP) for a 
scalable outreach effort to promote Georgia health professional awareness of the National 
Library of Medicine’s (NLM) Information Rx project and increase usage of NLM’s MedlinePlus 
consumer health database.  This project will help close an existing gap in the dissemination of 
consumer health information in Georgia. 
 
Customization of Instruction (Online and In-Person) 
The Essentials of Clinical Medicine course was developed to involve online and live didactic 
elements with learning assessment.  Allied health instruction for physician assistants and 
physical therapists also involves a mix of instructional modalities and includes learning 
assessment.  Library instructional support for nursing includes distance learning tutorials and a 
nursing faculty information literacy class.  Recurring instruction for University of Georgia 
PharmD candidates occurs during MCG clinical rotations. 
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Online Tutorials  
Web-based tutorials using Apreso for Medline, EndNote, GALILEO, and accessing full-text 
resources were created for use as standalone or insertion into WebCT classes.  While specific 
usage is unavailable, the User Guides Web page was hit regularly.  Students and faculty have 
been quite positive about the tutorials and it is an initiative for emphasis in the upcoming year. 
 
Troubleshooting GIL@MCG problems 
Extensive communication occurred over several months with ITSS to resolve connectivity issues 
with the GIL Self Check and the GIL Express service.  Following in depth troubleshooting and 
testing by ITSS and the Library, the problems seem to be resolved.  
 
Collaborative Education & Research Initiatives 
Unique partnerships are part of a campus-wide emphasis in collaboration and interdisciplinarity.  
The Library provided leadership for several mission cooperatives.  The Library supported SRS 
researchers with instruction in the use of medical information resources and the methods to use 
the collection in house or through Loansome Doc.  Collaboration occurred with Family Medicine 
on a health care disparities research grant.  A faculty librarian partnered with School of Allied 
Health faculty for research on supplement use involving side effects of chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy.  Collaboration progressed with ITSS and Visual Instructional Design on the 
creation of an Institutional Repository and Student Help Desk committees.  
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LIBRARY STATISTICS

COLLECTIONS FY04 FY05 %change
Volumes, Print 164108 164239 0.1
Titles, Print 43114 44934 4.2
Added Titles, Print 824 588 -28.6
Electronic book titles 114 100 -12.3

Serial Titles Total (unique & in-scope) 2163 3457 59.8
Serials--print 430 375 -12.8

Serials--electronic 1733 3082 77.8
Total Accessible Serials 10306 not available FY04
Databases 72 76 5.6

SERVICES FY04 FY05
Hours Open per week 98 98 0.0
Attendance 203,310 209,217 2.9
Circulation (total) 35,408 23,642 -33.2
GILExpress Loaned 251 new FY05
GILExpress Requests 253 new FY05
ILL--Borrowed 1,944 1,398 -28.1
ILL--Loaned 6,439 6,815 5.8
Reference Requests (total) 9,582 7,058 -26.3
Education Contact Hours 225 239 6.2
Education Sessions 126 118 -6.3
Education Attendees 2,046 1,960 -4.2

ELECTRONIC RESOURCES FY04 FY05

Research/Clinical Databases 67,468 72,902 8.1
Ovid (sessions) 46,577 49,333 5.9

Web of Science (sessions) 2,881 3,826 32.8
 MDConsult (sessions) 17,789 17,322 -2.6
InfoPOEMS (sessions) 221 2,421 995.5

FullText journals accesses 121,367 322,270 165.5
Ovid J@O (article req) 15,203 20,452 34.5

ScienceDirect (article req) 43,680 87,389 100.1
HighWire Press 154,634 not available FY04
Kluwer/Springer 4,701 not available FY04

Nature 29,872 not available FY04
Blackwell-Synergy 12,227 not available FY04

BioMed Central 779 1,536 97.2
Wiley (article req) 11,924 11,459 -3.9

Other Electronic Resources 9,937 20,115 102.4
Library Web (page views) 678,846 746,333 9.9
E Resource page (page views) 357,796 403,130 12.7

Appendix A



Appendix B

Personnel and Restructuring Actions FY 2005

POSITION TITLE WORKING TITLE FY 04 FTE FY04 FY04 DEPT ACTION ACTION DATE WORKING TITLE FY 05 FTE FY 05 FY05 DEPT NAME

FACULTY

Instructor Digital Information Lib 1.00 Coll. Serv Resignation August 27, 2004 Digital Information Lib 1.00 Coll. Serv Joubert
Associate Professor Head, Ed. & Info Dept 1.00 Edu & Info Appointment January 18, 2005 Head, Ed. & Info Dept 1.00 Edu & Info Spasser
Instructor Digital Information Lib 1.00 Coll. Serv Appointment January 18, 2005 Digital Information Lib 1.00 Coll. Serv Ellis
Instructor Clinical Information Lib 1.00 Edu & Info Appointment February 15, 2005 Clinical Information Lib 1.00 Edu & Info Bradford
Assistant Professor Academic Librarian 1.00 Admin. Change January 1, 2005 Academic Librarian 1.00 Admin. Creelan

STAFF

Info Analyst Info Analyst 1.00 Lib. Tech Svcs Appointment July 15, 2004 Info Analyst 1.00 Lib. Tech Svcs Parker
Med Lib Specialist Medical Lib Specialist 1.00 Coll Svcs Resignation August 6, 2004 Med Lib Spacialist 1.00 Coll Svcs. Waters
Admin Coordinator Admin Coordinator 1.00 Lib. Bus Svcs Resignation August 10, 2004 Admin Coordinator 1.00 Lib. Bus Svcs Berry
Admin Coordinator Admin Coordinator 0.50 Lib. Bus Svcs Resignation August 27, 2004 Admin Coordinator 0.50 Lib. Bus Svcs Bunch
Admin Assist II Admin Asst II 1.00 Lib. Bus Svcs Appointment September 15, 2004 Admin Assist II 1.00 Lib. Bus Svcs Walker
Med Lib Assoc Medical Lib Assoc 1.00 Edu & Info Appointment October 4, 2004 Med Lib Associate 1.00 Edu & Info Meigs
Office Specialist Office Specialist 0.50 Lib. Bus Svcs Appointment November 12, 2004 Office Specialist 0.50 Lib. Bus Svcs Davis, S.
Med Lib Assoc Medical Lib Assoc 0.75 Med Lib Ass Resignation April 15, 2005 Med Lib Associate 0.75 Med Lib Ass Lee, A.
Systems Librarian Systems Librarian 1.00 Lib Tech Svcs Resignation June 15, 2005 Systems Librarian 1.00 Lib Tech Svcs Stephens





Appendix  D

FACULTY and STAFF ROSTER

Name Start Date Department Title

Faculty

Anderson      Gail 12/01/78 Collection Services Associate Professor
Bradford       Kevin 02/15/05 Education and Information Svcs Instructor
Creelan         Marilee 01/08/96 Academic Librarian Assistant Professor
Davies           Kathy 06/15/01 Education and Information Svcs Assistant Professor 
Dennison       Lyn 10/01/80 Library Administration Associate Professor and Director

for Library Operations
Ellis               Wendy 01/18/05 Collection Services Digital Information Librarian
Lee                Tamera 09/15/98 Library Administration Professor and Director of

Libraries
Poorbaugh     Susan 01/04/99 Area Health Education

Center/AHEC
Assistant Professor

Shipman        Peter 11/15/00 Education and Information Svcs Assistant Professor
Spasser          Mark 01/18/05 Education and Information Svcs Professor, Dept. Head
Westrick        Lisa 12/01/02 Special Collections Instructor

Staff

Brewster    Tamera 10/25/99 Collection Services Medical Library Associate
Brown       Marianne 04/01/99 Library Business Svcs Business Manager, Dept. Head
Cooks        Katrina 12/10/03 Education and Information Svcs Medical Library Specialist 1
Corbett      Katherine 05/21/03 Education and Information Svcs Medical Library Associate
Davis         Lenore 04/17/97 Education and Information Svcs Medical Library Associate
Davis         Shelia 11/12/04 Business Services Office Specialist
Hamm       Kathy 05/26/80 Collection Services Medical Library Specialist 1
Herring      Donna 08/18/97 Library Business Svcs Office Specialist
Kemp         Patricia 09/15/05 Library Business Svcs Administrative Assistant II
Klosson      Andrew 10/01/01 Library Technology Svcs Network Analyst I
Jennifer      Lapsley 03/04/02 Library Technology Svcs System Support Specialist I
Meigs        Amanda 10/04/04 Education and Information Svcs Medical Library Associate
Miller        Bertina 08/29/99 Collection Services Medical Library Specialist 1
Moran       Shannon 06/17/02 Education and Information Svcs Medical Library Associate
Parker       Timothy 07/15/04 Library Technology Svcs Information Analyst
Truitt         Margaret 03/13/78 Education and Information Svcs Medical Library Specialist 3
Williams    Queenester 05/19/80 Collection Services Medical Library Specialist 1
Workman   Lisa 01/20/86 Collection Services Medical Library Specialist 2
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A.  Introduction

The Medical College of Georgia, chartered in 1828 is a major academic health center and health
sciences research university. The Medical College of Georgia–which consists of schools of
Allied Health Sciences, Dentistry, Graduate Studies, Medicine, and Nursing and an affiliated
health care system–is the only academic institution in the State of Georgia dedicated exclusively
to the health sciences. The mission of the Medical College of Georgia is to improve health and
reduce the burden of illness in society by discovering, disseminating, and applying knowledge of
human health and disease. 

The Greenblatt Library provides services and resources necessary to meet the information needs
of the university mission. A collection management program analyzes and assesses data to
organize and direct the processes of acquiring and providing access to materials and content,
integrating them into coherent collections, and managing growth and maintenance.  Such a
program is an integral part of the library’s plan for providing necessary access to information
resources to its community.

B.  Responsibilities

The Collection Development Steering Committee oversees collection development activities and



makes recommendations to the Director for major expenditures, new recurring items and other
items brought to the attention of the Serials Librarian. The committee membership is reviewed
regularly by the Director and includes multiple stakeholders.  (See Appendix A)

Serials selection and access is a complex operation that is undertaken in the context of print and
electronic access, consortia arrangements, and licensing agreements. Reviewing and routing
contracts for electronic resources is the responsibility of the Serials Librarian and/or the Head of
Collection Services and the Director of Libraries. Providing access to print and electronic serials
is the responsibility of faculty and staff of the Collections Services department. 

Day to day collection activities is the responsibility of the Serials Librarian and the Academic
Librarian in collaboration with a variety of stakeholders, including the Collection Development
Steering Committee.

C.  Selection Criteria
Scope
The Collections of the Library of the Medical College of Georgia reflect the tripartite mission of
MCG and gives its highest priority to acquiring materials or providing access to resources needed
to meet the teaching, research and service goals of its faculty, students, staff, residents, and
MCGHI employees. 
Collection strengths reflect the educational goals of the five schools, clinical information and
evidence, and the thematic research areas of cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, infection &
inflammation, and neurological diseases. (See “Growing Research at the Medical College of
Georgia:
A Five Year Strategic Plan” at  http://www.mcg.edu/research/bmrcplan/). As a designated
resource library for the National Networks of Libraries of Medicine, the Library has a
responsibility to maintain comprehensive collections.

Collection Descriptions
Circulating Books – general texts providing an overview and monographs providing in-depth

information on health care and related topics
Reference Books – directories, statistics and other resources, and recent encyclopedic medical

texts which provide factual data, with a focus on the health sciences and Georgia. Directories
and similar resources are collected in print to provide a permanent record of retrospective
information or a “snapshot in time”

Indexes and abstracts – electronic databases are acquired; print indexes and abstracts are retained
for retrospective material, primarily pre-2000 and for material not available electronically in
our library

Current Journals – primarily electronic; print is collected for core, heavily used titles, and titles
that do not meet criteria for electronic access

Bound Journals – completed print volumes are bound to provide backfiles, reduce wear, reduce
loss, simplify handling and shelving, and to protect the integrity of the volume

Microforms – a small collection of journal titles and government documents is maintained; a
small number of historical collections are added for preservation purposes

Audiovisual – small collection of videotapes, audiotapes, and slides are collected to supplement
the print resources



Leisure – small collection of fiction and non-fiction popular books, magazines, and newspapers
Theses & Dissertations – two copies of all MCG student theses and dissertations are provided by

the student as required by the School of Graduate Studies; one circulates and the other is
archived

Office collection - a small number of print items, mostly in field of librarianship, for use within a
library department. Exact location information is found in the cataloguer’s notes

Historical and archival collections - institutional and local medical history, rare books,
manuscripts, artifacts, and archival material. (See Appendix D)

Electronic collections – electronic books, journals, databases, and other emerging forms of
electronic content delivery 

General Criteria
Requested by the MCG community
Frequently published in or cited by MCG community
In scope material
Relevance to new or existing programs
Amount of relevant material already in collection
Impact factor from Journal Citation Report
Appearance on core lists
Print, electronic, and interlibrary loan usage statistics
Indexed in current science and health sciences bibliographic databases
Credentials of author or editor 
Professional society affiliation
Currency
English language
Format
License agreements 
Backfile/archival availability
Consortia discounts and sharing
Cost and cost per use

Online Purchases or Licensing
Journal packages, databases, etc. acquired independently are evaluated on:
• content within the mission of the institution
• multi-disciplinary content preferred
• publisher-provided data to enable content comparison of products
• free trial
• publisher-provided usage statistics, preferably COUNTER-compliant
• price based on or negotiable for size of the institution
• proven, successful publishing record of publisher
• site license for all of campus and hospitals and clinics
• available off campus
• in house use for all walk-ins
• preferred maintenance on publisher server
• archival access in some form



Journal packages, databases, etc. purchased within consortium are evaluated on:
• significant portion of the content within the mission of the institution
• multi-disciplinary institutional content preferred
• costs based on mission related content when package content is greater than institutional
mission
• institutional use statistics, preferably COUNTER-compliant
• cost-savings or other benefits from consortial arrangement
• site license for all of campus and hospitals and clinics
• available off campus
• in house use for all walk-ins
• priority to GETSM, CONBLS, MLA consortium offerings and GALILEO when in-scope

Primary Formats
Texts and monographs written for the professional, postgraduate, and upper level university
students
Reference works such as directories and statistical sources
Historical or archival materials (see Appendix D)
Journals, books, and other material with scholarly or clinical content relating to our scope.

Electronic format is the format of choice for journals. Print materials are purchased for ease
of use, cost savings, certain kinds of content, and when not feasible via electronic format.
(See Section E. Electronic Resources.)

Aggregated resources (mixed and linked electronic content provided by vendors or publishers)
Databases that index scholarly or clinical journals in the health sciences and general sciences

Secondary Formats 
A small number of the following are collected when there is a compelling interest or need
Audiovisuals – models, video, audio, slides
Consumer Health
Compact disks, DVD, multimedia card
Government documents
Laboratory manuals
Microforms
Popular Works
Duplicates

Exclusions
Annual reports (non MCG)
Newsletters (non MCG)
Loose-leaf publications
Study guides and examination questions
Bibliographies

D.  Reference Material
The reference collection is a small, current collection of print materials that provide quick easy

access to factual or encyclopedic health sciences information and Georgia data. 
Generally, materials should not be older than 5 years. Exceptions: Materials such as directories



and other online sources with only current information should be purchased in print and
retained to provide retrospective information or a “snapshot in time” for older information
not kept online (e.g. Georgia County Guides, directories for previous years not available
online)

A few core encyclopedic texts should be purchased both in print and electronically. 
Lesser-used, more expensive resources may be purchased every few years rather than annually.
Weeding should take place continually, but at least annually to ensure resources are current.

Weeded material may go in the circulating, serial, or historical collections if appropriate, or
will be discarded.

Formats should include but are not limited to:
Encyclopedic, core textbooks (e.g. Harrison’s, Joslin’s) – the most recent and only one or two
in each discipline
Dictionaries, including a few general and foreign languages
Drug information
Handbooks
Statistical sources, including U.S. demographic information and Georgia information at the
city and county level
Directories, including previous years
General almanacs
Serial works (e.g. USP DI) – some may be transferred to bound journal collection after 5
years
Encyclopedias are generally not collected.

E.  Electronic Resources
Electronic is the format of choice for journals. Selected print journals are collected for core,

heavily used titles, and titles that do not meet criteria for online purchases or licensing (see
above). 

Duplication of resources should be minimized. Duplication may occur when online + print deals
are chosen to add core print titles at a small additional cost, or may occur involuntarily when
titles overlap from different aggregators.

Bundled journal packages are evaluated for their overall value to our mission and are compared
to getting specific titles individually

Consortia discounts and sharing should be sought when feasible, especially for Big Deal
purchases
License agreements should include

all primary users of the Library, including faculty, staff, and students of MCG and MCGHI
on-site visitors to the library
access for primary users by IP address and proxy server access with proper authentication. In

some cases, a username/password access is acceptable if the information can be posted on
an Intranet controlled web page or otherwise shared exclusively with primary users

site licensing based on relevant FTE users, simultaneous users, or number of seats
provision of monthly COUNTER compliant statistics 
perpetual access to the information, with archival responsibility clearly stated
scholarly sharing within the fair use guidelines of the U.S. Copyright Law 

In addition to the criteria listed above and in Section C, the following factors should be
considered:



Type of display, e.g. PDF
Reliable and easy to use interface
Archives, including whether purchased or leased, format, available through vendor or third party
Frequency of updates

Reliable and prompt technical support
Perpetual link (DOI, URI, durable URL) at the journal article level

The Library agrees in principle with the open access publication movement and will monitor and
explore memberships and other evolving forms of supporting open access information to its
users. 

F.  Demonstration of New Products
Library faculty should continually evaluate and recommend new products that may serve our
users well. Demonstrations directed toward campus faculty and students must be timely and
targeted since it may set up expectations of intent to purchase if given a favorable review. Before
demonstrations are made available to library users, the Collection Development Steering
Committee should reach a consensus that it may be of benefit for one or more constituencies on
the campus and is economically feasible within the next fiscal year (or reasonably soon).

G.  Cooperative Resource Sharing
Cooperative resource sharing arrangements are made to avoid duplication, to share resources via
consortia arrangements, and to obtain discounts thru consortia buying. (See Appendix B)

H.  Donations/Gifts
Gifts and donations are accepted based on the same selection criteria as for the rest of the
collection. In general, textbooks are accepted if 5 or less years old. Duplicates of items already in
our collection are generally not accepted. Serials are accepted to fill gaps in the printed or
print/electronic access collection. Donated items become the property of the library and may be
disposed of at the Library’s discretion. 

Donors are encouraged to call or email prior to making a donation. Materials of historical or
archival significance, the Historical Collections Archivist should be contacted. Letters
acknowledging receipt of a gift are provided, but appraisals cannot be provided by the Library
and must be arranged by the donor, if desired.

I.  Weeding
Items in the book collection are evaluated for retention, discard, replacement, or bindery at the
age of 8-10 years as part of a systematic weeding project. Usage statistics (browse/circ),
collection statistics, and replacement information are used to inform evaluation & weeding
decisions. Decisions to transfer general circulating items to Historical Collections and Archives
are made jointly by the Academic Librarian and the Historical Collections Archivist.
Replacement items and bindery items are typically classics in the field, historically valuable
reprints or highly circulated items. 

Items evaluated and retained contain standardized printed notes on the first page in the book for



the reason of retention (Reshelve or Keep).  Such notes refer to Historical, Equipment, Classic
author or title, first editions, and MCG author copy and other criteria. (See Appendix C)
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Appendix A
Collections Development Steering Committee

2005
Director of Libraries, ex officio
Academic Council faculty representative (vacant)
Assistant Director 
Chair, Content Management (chair)
Serials Librarian (convener)
Academic Librarian (interim)
Chair, Education and Information Services
Clinical Information Librarian
AHEC Learning Resources Coordinator

Appendix B
Consortia Memberships

GETSM – a Georgia University System consortium of five Research institutions: University of
Georgia, Emory University, Georgia Tech, Georgia State University and the Medical College
of Georgia.

GALILEO – the statewide consortium of Georgia University System university libraries.
SOLINET – the Southeastern Library Network serves libraries and their communities, and is the

southeastern affiliate of OCLC. 
CONBLS – Consortium of Biomedical Libraries of the South, which includes 18 academic

health centers in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, Puerto Rico, South Carolina and
Tennessee

NNLM/SEA – National Network of Libraries of Medicine, Southeastern/Atlantic Region



Appendix C
Weeding Criteria

Retain
MCG authors
Atlases
Monographs with special color photos or illustrations
Monographs with photos of older equipment
Monographs on history or that have a chapter/s on history of a particular subject, field, technique,

therapy, etc.
Monographs on genetics (should be carefully reviewed)
Monographs concerning controversial social subjects (i.e. euthanasia, abortion, homosexuality

and AIDS, human experimentation, women’s rights, etc.), and especially items that
particularly illuminate the social history of the time

Monographs on unusual or unique subject matter or diseases/conditions that have historical
significance (i.e. Legionnaires Disease, TB, polio, smallpox. etc.)

Monographs that have had frequent circulation (by various criteria)
Some classic texts as “snapshots in time”
First editions
Classic authors in the field (i.e.Theodore Reik)
Items from periods of time known to be significant in that field

Evaluate 
Items with Georgia authors
Books that are part of a series or volume set (i.e. Progress in Brain Research).  These need to be

searched in catalog to ascertain if we have others in the series and to determine if subject
matter warrants retention.

Discard
Items that are worn and in poor condition (pages falling out, spine broken, etc)
Elderly texts that have been updated in our collection (8-10 years or older),
serial editions of textbooks
Monographs older than 8-10 years for which there is newer, better material in the collection

unless the seminal work is significant
Duplicates; choose the best condition



Appendix D
Historical Collections and Archives Collection Guidelines

I. Mission Statement
Historical Collections and Archives of the Robert B. Greenblatt, MD Library is
committed to acquiring, organizing, preserving, and making available historical
collections related to the Medical College of Georgia (hereafter referred to as MCG) and
the history of the health sciences.  Historical Collections and Archives is dedicated to
delivering quality service in support of historical and institutional research to MCG
affiliates, health science professionals, and the community.

II. Types of Programs Supported by the Collections 

Research: Historical Collections and Archives include manuscripts, books, printed
materials, visual art materials, and miscellaneous items.  In these areas the quality, depth
and level of collecting reflects the function of the mission of the Historical Collections
and Archives and its unique position within the research community to collect the MCG
history.  The archive collections seek to provide a comprehensive level of information on
the history of the MCG.  Coverage includes materials from 1828 to the present, which
reflects the social, economic, and educational growth of the institution.  The library
collections encompasses a research level of information to the following subject areas:
19th century medicine, early 20th century medicine, United States Civil War medicine,
medical illustration atlases, and the history of health professions including Dentistry,
Medicine, and Nursing. Historical Collections and Archives also maintain files providing
printed materials, press releases, and pamphlets covering a wide variety of topics and
subjects on the MCG and health professions.   The museum collections include paintings,
anatomical models, medical equipment, specimens, and photographs relating to the
history of the school.  

Outreach: The collection provides the foundation for outreach activities by which
Historical Collections and Archives furthers the awareness, development, and use of its
collections.  This outreach program includes presentations, tours, exhibits, and brochures.

Publication: For the purpose of furthering collection development, Historical Collections
and Archives will provide brochures and web sites about the collections.  The archivist
will write articles for the Greenblatt Library’s newsletters.  The archivist will also
promote collections through campus media.  

III. Clientele served by the Collections 
Regularly clientele include scholars, faculty, students, MCG administrators and staff,
donors and the general public.  Persons wishing to use collections must complete the
researcher form and present identification.  

IV. Acquisitions 
Decisions about what to accession into any one or more collections reside with Historical
Collections and Archives of the Robert B. Greenblatt, MD Library.  Unless otherwise



arranged and spelled out in writing, all materials accessioned into Historical Collections
and Archives will be considered as donations and the sole property of the Medical
College of Georgia.  

Items donated will be placed in the following categories:

Museum – Artifacts such as surgical/medical instruments; laboratory apparatus;
pathological specimens; anatomical models and figurines; prosthetic devices; medicines,
medicine bottles, medical trade cards, and advertisements; all promotional material that
was originally designed to supplement and inform a three dimensional object or objects
for which they were created. Other non-medical artifacts include class rings, portraits,
diplomas, awards, pins, class notebooks, caps, medical uniforms, graduation
memorabilia, etc.

Library – Books, , journals, pamphlets, or other published/printed materials

Archives – Manuscripts, letters, memos, photographs, scrapbooks, original institutional
records, ledgers, audio-visual, university publications, etc.  

V. Priorities and Limitations of the Collections 
It is the policy of Historical Collections and Archives to collect any materials deemed
pertinent to the history of the health sciences. While Historical Collections and Archives
is well aware of its holdings in the great classics of medicine, it is also sensitive to the
need for a targeted collection development policy. Therefore, it is the goal of Historical
Collections and Archives to specifically collect materials relating to Georgia and
Southern medicine. In addition, Historical Collections and Archives is interested in
collecting any materials specifically to the development of medicine and its allied health
professions at the local, state, and national levels, especially but not exclusively those
predating 1950. Areas of interest may also include historical materials relating to one or
more medical specialty or fields of growing importance such as human genetics, bio-
ethics, etc. 

Collections Strengths 
The strengths of the collections are in nineteenth and early twentieth century medical and
surgical books.

Areas of collection development 
Needs of the collection are in the areas of nineteenth and twentieth century history
relating to allied health science professions, dentistry, and nursing.  

Subject areas collected and level of collecting 
Exhaustive-to collect all of the documentation relating to the field
Complementary- to collect at a level to complement existing documentation 
History of Medical College of Georgia (exhaustive) 
History of US Medicine prior to 1950 (complementary) 



History of Dentistry (complementary)
History of Nursing (complementary)
History of Allied Health Sciences (complementary) 
Augusta Medical Professions (complementary)
Georgia Health Professions (complementary)

Chronological Periods Collected
Primarily 19th and 20th century

Geographic Areas Collected
Georgia and United States Southeast 

Languages Collected
Primarily English Language 

Forms of Materials Collected  
Historical Collections and Archives accept documentation in all of the common 20th
century formats, including photographs, audio-visual materials, print documents,
electronic records, and three-dimensional artifacts.  

Exclusions
Historical Collections and Archives do not collect academic transcripts, student records,
and patient records.    

VI. Cooperative Agreements: 
Historical Collections and Archives recognize and respect the collecting 
institutions in the Augusta community and attempts to inform patrons who wish to 
donate materials of the collecting institution most appropriate for the materials if 
it is not Historical Collections and Archives.

VII. Resource Sharing: 
Historical Collections and Archives participate in resource sharing with other institutions when
sharing benefits researchers and when the terms and circumstances are favorable to Historical
Collections and Archives.  Resources shared may include duplicate and extraneous materials
from collections; copies of materials from collections; and electronic version of finding aids,
collections, and artifacts.  

VIII. Statement of Deaccessioning Policy
Materials that do not reflect Historical Collections and Archives’ collecting areas, duplicates of
existing holdings, relate to subjects that are no longer a priority of Historical Collections and
Archives, or are judged to be of no enduring value may be deaccessioned.  Deaccessioned
materials may be offered to the donor or donor’s family, offered to other more appropriate
institutions, transferred to other departments of MCG, or disposed of in accordance with state
and federal law.  



VIII. Procedures Affecting Collecting Policy and Its Expedition

Deed of Gift: Historical Collections and Archives do not accept materials without a legal transfer
of title, deed of gift, or other official acknowledgement. 

Loans and Deposits: Materials loaned to or deposited with Historical Collections and Archives
are accepted when conditions for acceptance are favorable to Historical Collections and
Archives.
  
Closed Collections: Historical Collections and Archives do not accept collections that are closed
in perpetuity. Restrictions regarding access to and use of collections are accepted only when
mutually agreeable to the donor and Historical Collections and Archives. Pursuant to Georgia
state law (s) pertaining to public records, collections may not be closed for more than 75 years. 

Deaccessioning: Historical Collections and Archives reserve the right to deaccession any
materials within its collections, subject to the terms of the acquisition and the notification of the
donor or his/her heirs and in accordance with state regulations.  

Appraisal: Because of legal restrictions, no faculty or staff may appraise or otherwise estimate
the monetary value of any donation for tax purposes. Those donors wanting such appraisal are
encouraged to have a professional appraisal done before donating the materials.  

Revision of Policies: Historical Collections and Archives reserve the right to change the preceding
policies. 
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 Appendix G
Library Performance Metrics and Assessments
2004-2005

The Library Management Council developed the following performance metrics in accord with MCG
strategic initiatives. Specifically these will support significant progress toward an enhanced infrastructure
for the Medical College of Georgia and align institutional resources with its mission.  Assessment was
conducted in June 2005. 

Budget

Need: As one of MCG’s top strategic priorities is to become a premiere health sciences institution
(upper half of respective peers), significant growth in the Library’s total recurring dollars is needed to
be in the corresponding percentage of medical school libraries.

Current: As illustrated in the composite health sciences library published in the 26th edition of the
Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the U.S. and Canada, MCG is 24% below the mean.
Ranking number 58 (n=128) amounts to $3,012,210.

Total Recurring Expenditures       Variance 
Medical College of GA (rank #  74) (n=1) $2,397,020  
*Composite Health Sciences Library (n=126) $2,929,747 22%
Ranking #58 (n=1) $3,012,210 26%
        
*The Composite Health Sciences Library is constructed from the means for selected growth and activity
counts published in the 26th Edition of the Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the U.S. and
Canada.  

Metric: To increase Library total recurring expenditures until we reach the composite health sciences
library (an additional recurring amount of $523,727). Secure at least 3% of MCG indirect research
dollars to reach the upper half of peer group (an additional recurring allocation of $615,190).

Assessment: The 27th Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the U.S. and Canada show an
MCG decrease in expenditures of  $91,651 whereas the health sciences library mean for expenditures
increased by $102,372.  The decrease in expenditures is the result of budget reductions, unavailability of
mid-year funds and streamlining of electronic resources.  

Personnel

The Library provides specialized knowledge by recruiting excellent faculty and professional personnel
who are knowledgeable and productive in meeting the needs of Library users, and by hiring and training
well qualified support staff.

Need: Recruit for 4 faculty/professional vacancies, including one department head to fulfill needs in the
areas of diversity, leadership and technical skills, and specialized knowledge  in NCBI databases, digital
cataloging, expert database searching, applied statistics, multimedia and instructional delivery.

Current: Two national searches are well underway for faculty.  One regional search for professional staff
is in selection phase. 



Metric: One open faculty position will be reviewed in relation to departmental reorganization and overall
library needs. Four positions will be filled with outstanding personnel who provide the necessary
leadership and knowledge to meet the library and institutional mission.

Assessment:  Three faculty positions were filled, including a prolific author within the field of library
and information science recruited as department chair for Education and Information Services, an
experienced clinical librarian with advanced expertise in heath care information and delivery, and, a
strong internal candidate with library systems experience as Digital Information Librarian. Another
professional position was filled to support virtual library development and maintenance. The department
of Collection Services was reorganized and a new department chair position for Content Management
was officiated to manage major environmental shifts with new needs and priorities.

Need: Amidst new and emerging technologies, Library personnel need continuous training to assist
users with advanced technologies.

Current: New initiatives across campus and the university system have increased the sophistication level
and number of questions the Library receives about using advanced technologies. Other upcoming
technology based issues include continuing growth of PDA usage, ILLiad implementation, virtual
reference, the final phases of implementation of GILExpress, and the aim of hospitals and clinics to
increase point of care information (Zynx). 

Metric: Develop self-paced online instruction to supplement review and training for library staff and
faculty in the areas of GIL/Access reports, GILExpress, virtual reference, federated searching, ILLiad,
and PDA applications. 

Assessment:  Procedures for GIL/Access reports were created, documented, and shared. GILExpress
training was completed. Clarinet stations were installed and training provided. With some fine tuning
still occurring, ILLiad was implemented and staff completed training.   Virtual reference product
(tutor.com) was selected with UNM as a partner and training was scheduled for July 2005.  Federated
searching, along with links resolution, will be integrated with state planning (SFX and MetaLib). 

Collections

The Library provides access to journals, books, and other resources both in print and electronic format to
meet the clinical, research, and teaching needs of MCG and MCGHI. The Library uses its collective
bargaining power within consortia and library organizations to provide the best value for access.

Need: As the rapidly emerging trend of the digital library continues, library users expect rapid access to
electronic resources directly from the desktop. The 2002 LibQUAL+ survey revealed that faculty most
desire electronic resources, especially journal titles.

Current: Based on FY03 data the library's number of total unique journal titles (2019) falls 26% below
the number of total unique journal titles of the composite library of AAHSL institutions (2555). The
library’s number of total electronic titles (1799) falls 10% below the composite health sciences library
(1983).

Metric: Add mission relevant journal titles at 10% (202 new titles for FY04) per year until we meet the
mean of the composite health sciences libraries. Increase the number of total electronic journal titles by
10% (183 additional electronic titles for FY04) to meet the mean of the composite health sciences
libraries.



Assessment:  The Library added 144 unique serials titles in FY 04 for an increase of 7.1%. The Library
increased the total electronic journal titles (in scope) by 150 or 8.3%.

Need: Provide access to peer reviewed mission relevant open access titles within a search interface, e.g.
OVID Medline. 

Current: Open access titles are not generally integrated with bibliographic utilities. Ovid is being
converted from password to IP access, allowing for easier access beyond Journal @ Ovid titles. 

Metric: Provide at least 60 links to open access titles within Ovid. 

Assessment: Over 250 open access titles are now integrated within Ovid and are available at the article
level when searching MEDLINE, PsycInfo, and CINAHL. 

Need: The unprocessed and unpreserved collections relevant to the history of MCG and health care need
to be preserved and made accessible to the public for research and record retention.

Current: Special Collections has many unprocessed and unpreserved collections relevant to the history of
MCG and medicine. New donations are received regularly according to special collections policy.

Metric: Preserve, process, and create at least 3 finding aids for special collections. 

Assessment:  The Kelly, Alice Stewart, and Greenblatt collections were inventoried and preserved and
three finding aids were created. 

Services

The Library provides services to make resources available, teach lifelong learning skills, and assist users
to meet their information needs.

Need:  Following analysis of the MCG LibQUAL+ survey results, the Library planned and implemented
changes based on this rigorous qualitative feedback.  The Library can learn of changes in user
perceptions through participation in LibQUAL+ 2005.

Current:  The library director chairs the AAHSL Outcomes Assessment Committee that leads survey
participation for AAHSL libraries.  The web-based survey is based on grounded research and is an
approved protocol of the MCG Human Assurance Committee.

Metric:  Implement the LibQUAL+ survey at MCG in spring 2005.  

Assessment: The LibQUAL+ survey was administered at MCG for a second iteration in spring 2005.
Quantitative and qualitative data were used to make recommendations for change and reaffirm existing
priorities, e.g., compressed shelving, face- lift for facility, new library web.  

Need: With the increase in electronic resources over several years, statistics indicated a changing
pattern of how and when users seek assistance within and without the building. 

Current: Users seek information remotely and at all hours. Scheduling of personnel does not yet provide
optimum customer service or the most efficient use of personnel resources. 



Metric: Implement virtual reference by end of calendar year and experiment with evening/weekend
hours.

Assessment:  Virtual (real-time) reference package was purchased collaboratively with the University of
New Mexico to explore expanded hours for real-time reference assistance, beginning summer 2005.
Preliminary planning has occurred with UNM and collaborative training has been scheduled for July
2005.

Need:  Health Professionals are increasingly adapting PDA technology to the healthcare setting. Many
commercial vendors are beginning to offer PDA components to information resources. Library faculty
members have received increasing requests to demonstrate quality health care information resources for
the PDA environment.

Current:  The library offers classes and individual consultations on PDA resources. Additionally, the
library provides access to OVID@Hand, InfoRetriever, and medical textbooks for the PDA. 

Metric:  Develop classes to incorporate the new PDA instructional classroom into library classes and
curriculum-based instruction. The new PDA classroom will include utility software as well as health
information applications. Library liaisons will collaborate to develop instructional sessions for the MCG
community. 

Assessment:  A PDA Classroom was created and promoted at the Spring 2005 Tech Fair.  With
departure of project manager, new leadership is emerging for promoting use of mobile technologies for
access to library resources.

Need: Library resources and services should be more accessible, usable and seamless for the user. 

Current: Feedback from library web survey, user suggestions, and direct faculty and staff comments
indicate the services and resources available from the Library are not apparent to the new or experienced
user. Information about specific library services and programs are difficult to find. Library Services and
Programs are grouped together on one page, requiring the user to scroll down to find a service. Forms
and policies are positioned several layers deep in the web structure.

Metric: Reorganize the presentation of the library web resources and services using best practices design
principles and technologies to provide a premier web presence.

Assessment: A Web steering committee created and developed a new, reengineered Library Web
presence, reorganizing and redesigning content to match changes in user needs and preferences.  Based
on LIBQUAL+ results, an interdisciplinary student focus group and a web usability survey, the virtual
library will be launched late summer 2005.  Preliminary plans are underway to integrate it with campus-
wide portal. 
 

Need: Library related MCG, MCGHI, and AHEC health professionals have requested CME/CE classes.

Current: Health professionals need CME/CE credit in order to renew certification and licensure. They
often inquire whether our library skills classes provide CME/CE credit.

Metric: Develop online component for subject based classes to register for CE accreditation. Use CE
courses available from the National Network of Libraries of Medicine to offer to patrons in searching



PubMed, Consumer Health and Public Health Partners Project. Develop at least one course for CME
accreditation. Implement process to obtain CME credits for online searching.

Assessment: Expert searching materials are being updated for obtaining CME credit for sections of the
Responsible Literature Searching program. The Education Coordinator taught a library component of a
Dental CE class.  The AHEC Librarian provides CE classes for preceptors and promotes NN/LM
classes. 

Some courses have been identified as possibilities for CE training. WISER (Wireless Information System
for Emergency Responders), is a free PDA program for First Responders to assist them at HAZMAT
scenes developed by the National Library of Medicine. PubMED and Partners in Public Health are two
classes with CME from NLM (requires scheduling a class and completing necessary forms). 

The CSRA public libraries were not interested in the Consumer health accreditation program. While
some advanced search classes have been scheduled, CME credit for online searching has not yet been
pursued.

Facilities

The library provides comfortable, attractive, and useful facilities for research, study, and contemplation,
in addition to providing the equipment and technology needed in a contemporary library.

Need: Students have indicated in the 2002 LIBQUAL survey that they need new individual and
collaborative learning spaces. 

Current: The library has identified collections that can be placed in compressed shelving.

Metric: Complete plan and implement organization and logistics for compressed shelving.

Assessment:  A plan was developed, quotes were obtained and funding avenues were proposed. 

Need: Students need flexible and comfortable space in the computer lab.

Current: Furniture and flooring in computer lab is outdated, uncomfortable and inflexible. The furniture
and flooring upgrades for the computer lab have been planned and specifications have been completed.

Metric: Replace current furniture and flooring, including one ADA compliant workstation, and provide
flexible learning space as a foundation to support the ways people use technology. 

Assessment:  Computer lab flooring was replaced in December 2004 and wireless was implemented
throughout the lab, providing a more flexible learning space. Equipment and furniture were
reconfigured for increased flexibility. 



Appendix H
Library Performance Metrics
2005-2006
 
The Library Management Council developed the following performance metrics in accord with MCG
strategic initiatives.  Specifically these will support significant progress toward a premiere health sciences
library for the Medical College of Georgia and align institutional resources with its mission.

Budget

Need: As one of MCG’s top strategic priorities is to become a premiere health sciences institution (upper
half of respective peers), significant growth in the Library’s total recurring dollars is needed to be in the
corresponding percentage of medical school libraries.  

Current: As illustrated in the composite health sciences library published in the 27th edition of the Annual
Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the U.S. and Canada, MCG is 32% below the mean.  Ranking
number 63 (n=127) amounts to $ 3,066,655.

   
Total Recurring
Expenditures Variance  

       

Medical College of GA  (n=1)
 $
2,305,369     - 32%  

*Composite Health Sciences
Library

(n=127
)

 $
3,032,119   

Ranking # 63 (n=1)
 $
3,066,655     - 33%  

 
 *The Composite Health Sciences Library is constructed from the means for selected
growth and activity 
counts published in the 27th Edition of the Annual Statistics of Medical School
Libraries in the U.S. and
Canada.
        

Metric:  Achieve the total recurring expenditure mean of the composite health sciences library (n=127)
through an additional recurring amount of $726,750.  Secure an additional recurring allocation of
$761,286 to place library in upper half of peer group.

Personnel

Need: A department chair position is needed for a restructured emphasis on Content Management and
librarians are needed to provide knowledge and skills in the areas of virtual library development and library
educational technologies.  An IT support position needs to be filled to serve as MCG’s GIL server site
coordinator and technical liaison with ITSS.

Current: Campus and library reorganizations have created knowledge, skill, and service gaps in several
areas. Three national searches have been launched for the recruitment of three faculty.  The GIL server site
coordinator was classified as a library position.



Metric: Actively recruit for faculty positions and fill classified IT specialist position. 

Need: Meet the needs of MCG community within the context of their own environment and with specialized
knowledge of their physical space, vocabulary and culture. 

Current: Our Clinical librarian program is integrated within the hospital environment and our Library
liaison role enables other librarians to accomplish this at various levels. 

Metric: Examine the model of information specialist in context (ISIC) and determine if/how it may be
implemented in the MCG environment. 

Need:  As recruitment of new personnel will likely come from genXer ranks, our Library environment
needs to increase envelopment of generational diversity with special attention to a Gen X – friendly work
place.

Current: Recruitment at many levels will come from the genXer ranks, eventually replacing many baby
boomers.

Metric:  Identify ways to increase environmental flexibility for Gen X learning and working styles.

Collections

Need: As the rapidly emerging trend of the digital library continues, library users expect rapid access to
electronic resources directly from the desktop. The 2002 and 2005 LibQUAL+ survey revealed that faculty
most desire electronic resources, especially journal titles.

Current: Based on FY04 data the library's number of total unique journal titles (2063) falls 25% below the
median number of total unique journal titles of the composite library of AAHSL institutions (2,752).

Metric: Add mission relevant journal titles at 10% (206 new titles for FY05) per year until we meet the
median of the composite health sciences libraries. 

Need: The LibQUAL+ results indicated that some Library users are not aware of many of the Library’s
online resources.  The Library needs multiple convenient and highly visible access points to online
collections. 

Current: Almost all electronic holdings are in ePubs. Some library holdings (Journals @Ovid) are in GIL. 

Metric: Add core electronic journal holdings to GIL.  Add all e-book holdings to GIL.  

Need: An advanced electronic resources management system (ERMS) is needed to document Greenblatt
Library electronic holdings, access, and licensing agreement data as a dynamic central source of data input
and foundation for an open-url link resolver, a federated search engine, and an Internet-viewable list of
online subscriptions.

Current: The Library is participating in the state process of evaluating and selecting new products that are
designed to meet this functionality.

Metric: Implement an ERMS, preferably one supported by the USG, that best centralizes data for internal
use, resolves links, produces lists, supports federated searching, and reduces duplication of effort for



entering data in a single repository.

Need:   An open url link resolver is necessary to manage changing urls, article-level resolution, and
seamless access between institutional subscriptions, state-wide GALILEO subscriptions, and open access
articles.

Current: The state has proposed purchase and implementation of Ex Libris link resolver, SFX, as a
GALILEO upgrade for research institutions.
 
Metric: Implement MCG’s unique instance of SFX and USG research libraries consortium holdings.

Need:   Users need to be able to search multiple databases simultaneously and effectively.  A federated
search product that complements the selected electronic resources management system and open-url
solution will provide the maximum access to local and state holdings.

Current: The state has proposed WebFeat for GALILEO plus Metalib for research institutions. 

Metric: Implement federated searching in collaboration with USG research libraries.

Need: The unprocessed collections relevant to the history of MCG and health care need to be preserved and
made accessible to the public for research and record retention. XmetaL software is needed to meet
Encoded Archival Description state standards for online access to the finding aids. 

Current: Historical Collections and Archives have many unprocessed and unpreserved collections relevant
to the history of MCG and medicine.  New donations are received regularly according to policy.

Metric:  Purchase XMetaL software to place finding aids online. Create at least two new online finding aids
for Historical Collections and Archives. 

Services

Need:  LibQUAL+ 2005 survey results indicate that MCG faculty members desire a significant level of
information control regarding a virtual library and tools to find information on their own.

Current: The Library has planned a pre launch focus group and post implementation web usability survey
for ongoing feedback.  

Metric:  Launch a new web presence based on user needs and preferences late summer 2005.

Need: Library services should be well accessible, usable and seamless for the user. 

Current: Feedback from the LibQUAL+ web survey revealed that some users continue to be unaware of
library services.

Metric:  Sustain marketing and promotion of library services.  Feature services regularly on the redesigned
Library web site. 

Need:  Professional assistance needs to be available at non-traditional times and by non-traditional means.



Current: Users seek information at all hours, whether co-located or remotely.  By itself, scheduling of
personnel onsite can provide neither optimal customer service nor the optimal use of personnel resources.
A peer institution is ready to collaborate to take advantage of different time zones and shared expertise to
provide reference service.

Metric: Initiate and develop virtual (real-time) reference service, in partnership with the University of New
Mexico Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center, to complement and extend the mix of traditional
reference services with an off-hour, just for you chat program. 

Need:  A managed centralized collection of digital objects, an institutional repository, would preserve
MCG’s intellectual heritage and promote its intellectual identity to the world. 

Current: Many of MCG’s intellectual assets are disorganized and undiscoverable, distributed as they are on
department servers, unsustainable individual computers, and unstable portable and temporary memory
devices.

Metric: Lead a pilot institutional repository implementation on a DSpace platform in collaboration with
ITSS and USG research institutions.

Need:  Develop classes to serve best our liaison community.

Current: Some classes have been created to meet needs of liaison areas.

Metric:  Continue to develop new classes and tutorials tailored to the specific liaisons:  CE/CME for
AHEC; online classes for distant users (clinical faculty, nursing); face-to-face for on campus users, blogs
to promote new databases or new information resources and technologies, etc.

Need: The Library serves more than 200 patrons who are distance students, i.e., learners who take MCG
courses but are neither on the Augusta campus nor have all the benefits of local students.

Current:  These priority customers have restrictions on circulation and document delivery privileges,
including lack of online access to the GALILEO/proxy server password and to the GIL Express service.  

Metric:  Restore Voyager online system functions to distance students.

Need:   The National Library of Medicine traveling exhibit, Changing the Face of Medicine, needs
significant marketing and promotion.

Current: The Greenblatt Library was selected competitively to host the NLM traveling exhibit from March
8, 2006 to April 21, 2006. The hosting responsibilities entail two programs for the public.

Metric: A campus-wide committee will design two public programs and promote and publicize the exhibit. 



Facilities

Need: Students indicated in the 2002 and 2005 iterations of LibQUAL+ that they need more individual and
collaborative learning space and a more attractive and comfortable place to meet, learn and study. The
Library needs an overall face-lift and renovation to include contemporary, comfortable and flexible design
for the diverse needs of users.

Current:  A popular seating area was refurbished with state of the art lighting and new furniture, yet the
remaining furniture and lighting is below today’s standards. The Library has identified collections that can
be placed in compressed shelving to create more public space.  With the increase of electronic journal
access, the need for physical shelf space is decreasing. 

Metric:  In collaboration with Facilities, implement compressed shelving plan and plan overall face-lift to
include contemporary, comfortable and flexible design for the diverse needs of users. Reduce and
reorganize unbound journal and reference shelving areas.

Need: Planning considerations for a coffee bar in the Library need to be reviewed collaboratively with
Auxiliary Services. 

Current:  The current vending area is considered passé (last century) by Generation X and those beyond.
The Library is amidst planning with Auxiliary Services regarding a contemporary coffee bar setting and
updated lounge as an informal gathering place.

Metric:  Assess options for a coffee bar in the Library with comfortable casual seating. 
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